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In a recent book, DLnes and Keedwell pose several questions concerning 
row-complete latin squares. Two of these questions are: (1) Is every row-complete 
latin square the Cayley table of a group? (2) Can every row-complete latin 
square be made column-complete by a suitable reordering of its rows? In the 
present paper, both questions are shown to have negative answers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Iatin square of order n is a square array of IZ rows and columns such 
thai each TOW and each column is a permutation of the same set of n 
symbols, say 1, 2,..., n. The Latin square is in standnrdforln if and only if 
the first row and column are in natural order. 
In this paper a pair of adjacent elements in the same row of a latin 
square will be called a horizontal pair. A latin square is row-complete 
if and only if no two of its horizontal pairs are the same, or, equiva~el~tly, 
if and only if every ordered pair of distinct symbols occurs as a horizontal 
pair. The terms vertical pair, column-complete will be used analogously. 
~~ori~o~tai and vertical pairs will be distinguished by the use of pointed 
brackets and par~ntheses~ res~~ct~~cly. as in (i,.j) and (i, j). 
eedwell list several problems about row- 
complete Iatin squares. Two of them may be expressed as follows. 
(1) Is every T~~v-~omp~ete lath square the Cayicy table (that is, 
~~~~~ltipii~a~i(;~ table) of a grorq ? 
(2.) Can every row-complete ‘latin square be made co~u~n~~corn~~et~ 
by suitably reordering il-s rows? 
In this paper both questions are shown to have negative answers. 
The first question is ans~v~rcd by means of a construction which yields, 
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for every even order greater than 6, a row-complete latin square that doe 
not have the group property (that is, is not the Cayley table of a group) 
The second question is answered by the construction of a specific exampll 
of a row-complete latin square of order 10 which is shown not to becoml 
column-complete however its rows are reordered. 
2. ROW-COMPLETE LATIN SQUARES THAT LACK THE GROUP PROPERTY 
In [l, p. 821, D&es and Keedwell describe a method (due to Williams 
[3]) of constructing a row-complete latin square of any even order IZ = 2172. 
In the following version of the method the square is also column-complete. 
Arrange the integers 0 to 2m - 1 in the order 
0, 2m - 1, 1, 2m - 2, 2 ,..., m - 1, m (1) 
and denote the jth member of this sequence by j0. Thus d is the mapping 
defined by (2~) 19 = 2m - Y, (2r - 1) ~9 = r - 1 for 1 < r < m. The 
sequence (1) is chosen because of its difference property, namely, that no 
two of the differences (j + 1) 6’ -j@ are equal module 2m. Now define 
a(i, j) = iB + jS (mod 2m), 
with 0 < a(i,j) < 2m - 1. The matrix A = [a(i, j)] is a Latin square 
of order n = 2m which in the case m = 4 is as shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
07162534 
76051423 
10273645 
65740312 
21304756 
54637201 
32415067 
43526170 
To show that A is row-complete, take any ordered pair (p, q) of unequal 
integers in the range 0 to 2m - 1. By the difference property of the 
sequence (1) there is exactly one value ofj such that (j + 1) 19 - j0 = q - p 
(mod 2m). Moreover, given p and j, there is exactly one value of i such that 
iB = p - jS (mod 2m). Thus there is a unique pair of integers (i,j) 
such that 
W, j), 4i,j + 1)) = (p, 4) 
and A is row~com~let~~ As A is symmetric in the matrix sense it is a4so 
column-complete. 
Since A is the eayley table of a cyclic group of integer under addition 
mod~alo 2172 (though with the elements not in natural order), it has the 
group property. 
The latin square A has a particular type of symmetry on which 
the Iater construction will depend. Sequence (1) is such that elements 
equidistant from its ends always differ by un; in other words, j0 - .jl9 5: p7z 
(mod 2m) for all ,j, wherej denotes 2721 + 1 - j, Hence 
a(i,j) - a(i,j) --= m (mod zmj 
for all E and .j. This property of A will be called &symmetry by rows 
(6 for difference) and 6 will denote the mapping of (0, l,..., 2m - l} onto 
itse4f given by k6 = k +- m (mod 2m). Thus a(i, j) = n(i,j) 6 for all 
i and j. Since A is symmetric in the matrix sense it is also a-symmetric 
by columns. 
From A, a latin square in standard form may be obtained by application 
of the inverse of the mapping 0 to all its elements. Let C = [c(i,j)], 
where c(i,,i) = cr(i,j) 6-l. Then C is a latin square of order n = 2m 
in standard form, symmetric and row- and column-complete. Since 
any two numbers in sequence (1) that differ by m occur equidistant from 
the ends, 
c(it j) -I- c(i,.j) = n $- 1 
for all i and .i9 This property of C will be called a-symmetry by rows 
(G for sum) and w will denote the upping of (1, 2,. .., n) onto itself given 
by ka y II t 1 - k = E. Thus c(i, j) = c(i, ,j) Q for all i and ,j. Table II 
shows C for the case 12 = 8 (compare Table 1). 
345678 
363854 
527486 
281735 
7 a 8 2 6 4 
4 7 2 5 1 3 
8 3 6 1 4. 2 
654321 
Any latm square that is 6- or n-symmetric by both rows and ~o4nrnl~s 
Is fully determj~ed when one quarter is given. The other quarters may be 
obtained by resection in the central vertical and horizontal axes of the 
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whole square and application of the appropriate mapping 6 or o. Table 111 
shows the top left quarter of A in the case m = 4, with x = kS. 
TABLE III 
By modification of A or C, row-complete Latin squares may be obtained 
that (form 3 4) lack the group property. The choice of A as starting point 
is made because its structural properties are more readily observable than 
those of C. By a simple change of symbols the iinal square may be con- 
verted to 1 in standard form if required. 
Let the mapping 6 (addition of m, modulo 2m) be applied to one or 
more elements in the top left of A and to all the elements in mirror image 
positions in the other quarters. The resulting array B is a latin square 
since B could have been obtained from A by interchange of pairs of 
elements at mirror-image positions in certain rows (or, alternatively, 
columns). Moreover, it is still S-symmetric by rows and columns. A simple 
choice that has the desired effect is to alter, in the top left quarter, just 
~(1, 1) and a(m, m). In other words, define B = [b(zJ)] by adding m, 
modulo 2m, to the four corner elements and the four center elements of A. 
It will now be shown that B is row-complete. Exactly ten horizontal 
pairs in B are different from those in the same positions in A. Of these, 
the two at the center are simply interchanged, while the four corner pairs 
change places with the four pairs adjacent to the center in a way that will 
be made precise. First note that 
a(1, 1) = 0, b(1, 1) = OS = m, 
a(l, 2) = b(l,2) = 2m - 1, 
and then consider separately the cases of even and odd m. If m is even, 
then m0 = 2m - m/2 = 3mJ2 and (m - 1) 0 = m/2 - 1, so 
a(m, m - 1) = b(m, m - 1) = 2m - 1, 
a(m, m) = m, b(m, m) = m8 = 0. 
Corresponding values in the other quarters can be deduced by appeal to 
the S-symmetry. Hence 
<a& 11, 42)) = <0,2m - 1) = @(m + 1, m 4 11, b(m + 1, m + 2)), 
(a(m, m - I), a(m, m)) = (2m - 1, m> = <b(2m, 2m - l), b(2m, 2m)). 
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If m is odd, then m8 = (m - 1)/2 and ( 81 - 1) e = 2nr -- (m --- 1)/2 == 
(3m + 1)/2 so 
a(m, m - 1) = b(m, m - 1) = 0, 
a(m, m) =- m -- I) b(m, m) = (m -- 1) 8 =: 2m -- 1. 
(~(1, l), a(l,2)> = (0, 2m - I) = (b(m, m - I), b(m, m)), 
(4% m - I>, a(m, m)) = (0, m - 1) L= (b(2m, I), b(2m, 2)). 
Thus, whether m is even or odd, the four corner pairs in A occur adjacent 
to the center in B and vice versa. Since A is row-complete it follows that 
B is row-complete also. 
Latin squares that have the group property are characterized by the 
quadrangle criterion (see [l, p. 181). For example 
a(2,2) = 2l7z - 2 = a(1, Lb), 
a(l,2) = 2m - 1 = ~(3, 4), 
a(2? 1) = 2m - 1 = a(l,2), 
so, because A has the group property, the fourth members of the 
~nad~a~g~es hould be equal. This is indeed true since 
a(1, 1) -z 0 = a(3, 2). 
Consider the ~orres~~~di~g instance of the q~adra~~~le criterion for B. 
rovided that M 3 4, no center elements are involved and the only one 
of the eight ellements involved that is different in B is 6(1~ 1). Thus the 
quadrangle criterion is not satisfied by B and so B does not have the group 
property. 
From a row~~om~~~te iatin square D that lacks the group pro~ert 
may be obta~~~~d as follows. First ~~terc~a~ge 
This gives a new latin square with the same 
but the same fkst row and eolum~ as A. Then apply the 
rn~~~i~~g O--* to all eiements of the square. The ~~s~~~t~~g latin square 3B 
is in standard form, ~ow~~o~~~~~ete and (like 6) D ~y~~l~~et~~ by rows and 
columns. lt also ha~~ems to be symmetric and therefore column-complete. 
For m cc 4, every row-cor~~~ete latin square has the group property. 
The cases y1z = 1, 2 are trivial and when m = 3 it is not difficult to find 
all row-~orn~~~te latin squares in standard form. There are just two of 
these and both have the group property. 
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3. ROW-COMPLETE LATIN SQUARES THAT CANNOT BE MADE 
COLUMN-COMPLETE 
In [2], Keedwell has shown that every row-complete Latin square tha 
has the group property can be made column-complete by suitabl: 
reordering its rows. Modifications of the Latin square A of the typi 
already used can produce not only B but also many other row-complete 
latin square that lack the group property. Some of these, at least fo 
m > 7, cannot be made column-complete by reordering their rows. A: 
an example, Table IV shows the top left quarter of A in the case m = 7 
When the mapping 6 is applied to the starred elements and to all the 
elements in mirror-image positions in the other quarters, the resulting 
latin square of order 14 can be shown not to become column-complete 
however its 14 rows are reordered. 
TABLE IV 
0615233 
2*5 0 4 1 3 2” 
1026354 
5*2*2 3 0 2 1 
2 1 3 0 4 6*5 
2352210 
3”2 4 1 5 0 6 
A row-complete latin square of smallest possible even order (namely, 10) 
that does not become column-complete however its rows are reordered 
will be constructed, using a different starting square in place of A. A 
detailed proof will be given for this example rather than the one shown in 
Table IV because it is smaller and the proof is simpler. Suppose that II 
is any integer such that n + 1 is prime and let k be an integer in the range 1 
to n. Then the n numbers 
k, 2k, 3k ,..., nk 
are all different and nonzero, modulo p1+ 1. Define G = [ g(i,j)] where 
g&j) E ij (mod y1 + 1) and 1 < g(i, j) < ~1. By the above property 
(applied to both rows and columns) G is a latin square. It is also in 
standard form. 
To show that G is row-complete, let (p, q) be any ordered pair of 
unequal integers in the range 1 to ~1. There is a unique integer i such that 
i = q - p (mod n + 1) and 1 < i < n. Moreover, givenp and i, there is a 
unique integer j such that ij = p (mod y1 + 1). The value of j is not n, 
for other~~se~ = in +-I (q -p)n,whence qn -p(n + 1) = 0 (modn + I), 
which is impossible. Thus there is a unique pair of integers (i,j) such that 
and G is ro~~~omplete. Since G is symmetric in the matrix sense it is also 
co~urn~-comp~ete~ 
That G is cT-symmetric by rows follows since 
g(iJ) = i(n + 1 -,j) = i(n + 1) - g Es n + I - ij 52 g&j) o- 
for all i andj, modulo n + I. Similarly C is cr-symmetric by columns. 
Table V shows the top left quarter of G in the case n -z 10, with certain 
elements starred. Let the mapping o (subtraction from n + 1) 
TABLE V 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 4 5 3 i* 
3 ‘5 2 1 4 
4 3 1” 5” 2” 
5 i 4z 3 
be applied to the starred elements and to their mirror images in the other 
quarters. enote the resulting array by H = [h(i,J)]. As in the case of 
the squares A and B which were discussed earlier, the array H could have 
been obtained from 6 by exchanging mirror image pairs sf elements in 
certain rows (or columns). Hence H is a latin square and o-symmetric 
by rows and columns. 
To show that H is row-complete, consider those horizontal pairs in G 
which involve starred elements. In the top left quarter, (T, T) and (5, 1) 
exchange places and the same happens to their mirror images in other -- 
quarters. The pairs (i, I), (1, 5), (5,2), (T&2), (2,5), and (5, 1) in the 
top half of G change places with their mirror images in the h~~izo~t~~ 
central axis. No other b~r~zo~ta~ pairs in G involve starred ~~e~~~~ts so1 
since 6; is rQ~~~~orn~~et~, H is row~~Qrn~~et~. 
81: is evident from Table V that H is not (~Q~~i~r~~~~rn~~ete since the 
>vcriical pair (2, 3), for cxamplej 0~~313 twice in the top left quarter. It 
will be showr~ that DO rzarrarigement o, I=,, C he ten rows of H wiil produce a 
~o~~~m~-~o~~~lete Latin square. 
The set of all possible vertical pairs is the union of d~s~o~~t subsets 
V(r), 2 < I’ < n, where 
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When any two rows of G are juxtaposed, the vertical pairs thus generated 
constitute one whole subset Y(r). For unequal integers i and j in the range 
1 to n, define 
f’G,j) = Mi, k), g(h W: 1 d k < n). 
Thus P(i,j) is the set of vertical pairs that are generated when rowj of G 
immediately follows row i. For j = E, P(i,j) = P(i, I) = V(n) while for 
j # i, P(i,j) = V(r) where j E ri (mod y1 + 1) and, since j = ?i 
(mod y1 + l), P(i, j) = V(P). As G is a-symmetric by rows and columns, 
P(i,j) = P(i,j). Define, similarly, 
Q(i, j) = {(h(i, k), h(j, k): 1 < k < n}. 
The corresponding equations Q(i, i) = V(n) and Q(i, j) = Q(i, j) hold. 
For j # i, any vertical pair that is in Q(i, j) is in P(i, j) if the corresponding 
elements are both starred or both unstarred in Table V, otherwise in P(i, j). 
Thus Q(i,j) u Q(i, j) = V(r) LJ V(f), with r defined byj = ri (mod n + 1) 
as above. 
For the particular case r = 3 it will be shown that, in every latin square 
obtained by reordering the rows of H, some elements of V(r) u V(Y) 
occur twice, and others not at all, as vertical pairs. In Table VI, the entry 
is 0 or 1 according as a pair of Q(i,j) is in V(3) or VP) = V(8). A label 
kl at the head of a column refers to both vertical pairs (k, I) and (E, I), 
while a label ij attached to a row refers to either Q(i, j) or Q(i, j). 
TABLE VI 
13 25 32 41 54 
13 0 0 0 0 0 
25 1 0 0 0 0 
32 0 0 0 10 
41 1 1 0 0 1 
54 0 1 1 10 
13 1 1 1 1 1 
25 0 1 1 1 1 
32 1 1 1 0 1 
4io 0 i i 0 
5a 1 0 0 0 1 
In order to fill both V(3) and V(8), two rows of Table VI must be chosen 
such that they have different entries in each column. This is easily seen to 
be possible only in the form ij and ij, which does not correspond to any 
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possible ordering of the rows since rows j, j cannot both immediately 
follow row i, nor can rows i, i both immediately precede row j. 
Hence H cannot be made colum~“complete by a reordering of its rows, 
as was to be proved 
The examples constructed in this paper are by no means the only ones 
of their types. A given latin square of order 2m that is in standard form, 
a-symmetric by rows and columns and row-complete is one of a set of 
squares with these properties, such that any one may be converted into 
any other by symmetrical application of the mapping u in the same way 
that N was derived from G. The number of squares in the set, say f(m), 
may be calculated as follows. Let a subset of the elements in the top left 
quarter of the given latin square be chosen and let o be applied to the 
members of this subset and to their mirror images in the other three 
quarters, so that o-symmetry by rows and columns is preserved. Standard 
form is retained provided that none of the chosen elements are in the 
first row or column. Since, for row-completeness, m(m - 1)/2 conditions 
must be satisfied, it is not difficult to see that there are (m - 1)2 - 
m(m -- I)/2 = (m - l)(nz - 2)/2 independent choices to be made and 
therefore 
By means of a computer program, the author has obtained ail row- 
complete latm squares of order 8 in standard form. There are 12 in all but 
4 arc outside the scope of this paper as they are not o-symmetric. These 
4 latin squares are symmetric in tbe matrix sense and have the group 
property. The remaining 8 form a set, of the kind. described above, based 
on C (note that f(4) = 8). sides C, one more of the set has the group 
property and 6 do not, All are either colum~~com~lete or easily made 
by ~nter~ha~gi~g rows, 
ce (1) for ri;r = 4., every row-co~~~~ete l&n square that lacks the 
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